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Abstract

Problem: Prolonged mechanical ventilation and extubation failure is associated with significant implications and risk factors. Several studies found 5-15% of extubations result in extubation failure. Extubation readiness tests (ERTs) aid clinicians in deciphering patients that can be successfully extubated. ERTs have been shown to decrease length of mechanical ventilation and a decrease extubation failures.

Methods: The quality improvement (QI) project utilized a descriptive observational design to assess the effects of the implementation of an extubation readiness test (ERT) in a pediatric cardiac intensive care unit. This project used a convenience sample to include children aged neonate to 18 years of age admitted to the pediatric cardiac ICU who were mechanically ventilated and met inclusion criteria. Data collected during the period of this quality improvement project included cardiac defect/admission diagnosis, ERTs used, number of extubation failures, and length of intubation.

Results: Following implementation of ERT a total of 37 patients (n=37) post implementation met criteria for an ERT to be administered. One hundred percent of patients that met criteria had an ERT performed. Prior to ERT implementation there was a 5% extubation failure rate whereas there were zero extubation failures in the post implementation group. There was not a significant change in the length of intubation following implementation of the ERT.

Implications for Practice: ERTs should be used in the cardiac ICU to prevent extubation failure, potentially decrease length of mechanical ventilation, and aide clinicians in identifying patients’ ready liberation from mechanical ventilation earlier.
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